
St. Elizabeth Ann Seton 
on

mortification, 
interior abandon, 
interior silence, 
recognizing obstacles 
in our hearts



God is every where, he sees every thing. I 
should then endeavor never to lose sight of 
him and to remember that he witnesses not 
only my Actions but my most secret intentions. 
(cf. Ps. 139: 2-4)



Live in the presence of God in everyday life... 
strive for “an interior abandon which the Soul 
makes of itself to God with all its powers and 
faculties which it yields up wholly to his divine 
will as to its sovereign Master.”



“All is yours my God I 
desire nothing but 
yourself - my life my 
all my only good - and 
thus it withdraws from 
all created things and 
rests in God.”

CW, 3a, sec., 9.20, 398-399.



“When your exterior duties oblige you to break 
silence, keep your interior silence by 
remembering that you are under the eye of God, 
that he sees you, and Judges what you are doing.”

CW, 3a, sec., 10. 5, 525.



“...the principal [obstacles] are Pride, and 
the love of our own satisfactions and 
conveniences - immortification [lack of 
discipline] of the heart and senses, passion 
for talk and knowing what passes - 
busying ourselves with the doings of 
others; in short the voluntary distractions 
we allow ourselves in points where neither 
duty or charity call for our attention.”



“Conversations not of absolute charity and duty,” 
such as “the love of talk” and “Curiosity,” are 
obstacles which occur in everyday life. To 
overcome these obstacles: “conversations with 
God are secure from both these difficulties” and 
“we begin here below those heavenly 
communications which will be the Joy 
and bliss of our dear Eternity.”

CW, 3a, sec., 9.20, 404-405.



Keep in mind the last moment of your life on 
earth: “while if we are attentive to the interior 
recollection of the presence of God we become 
enriched with the gifts of his grace which will 
obtain us those of his glory, and after living in 
his presence and love we will die thinking of 
him and loving him.”

CW, 3a, sec., 9.20, 400.



With St. Augustin[e] they 
can say by experience 
“Lord we were created 
for you, and will be ever 
restless till we rest in you  
(Confessions, Book 1, 1).”

CW, 3a, sec., 9.20, 401-402.
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